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Disclaimer 

The contents in this book are for educational purposes only. 

You follow the advice at your own risk. This book should in no way replace 
professional help if that is what is needed in your case. If you suspect you 
have a condition requiring such treatment, you are encouraged to seek 
professional help before engaging in the practices included.

While every attempt has been made to verify the information provided in 
this book, neither the author nor his affiliates/partners assume any respon-
sibility for errors, inaccuracies or omissions.
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YOUR HOST HANS

Hans Hvass is one of the 
worlds leading experts on 
male sexuality and Tantra 
and well known for helping 
men to gain top sexual stam-
ina using only NATURAL 
METHODS such as guiding 
men to tap into the energetic 
structures of the body and 
how to harness the sexual 
energy for rapid self devel-
opment.

Hans is against using desen-
sitizing sprays, creams, thick 
condoms and other methods 
which only worsen mens 
ability to feel and embrace 
sexual energy.
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Tara is the Tantric goddess of compassion and healing and can be called 
upon in any time of need or distress
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Surfing The 
Wave Of Sexual 
Energy
Your greatest potential

Welcome to “Sexual Stamina Switch” - an introduction to  the most amazing 
sexual stamina training system that you can find. 

This is a bold claim - I know - yet in my time as a man coach I have not seen 
the like of the system that I am about to present to you here. 

In this system I will be telling you the FUNDAMENTS to attaining a strong 
sexual stamina.

I am inviting you here to join me on an AMAZING JOURNEY - a journey 
that will take you to places you never thought possible. A journey that will 
awaken your heart, body and mind. A journey that will allow you to soar to 
your greatest heights. 

SEXUAL ENERGY FUNDAMENTS
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You see - the human body is a MIRACLE. 

We consist of BODY, MIND and SPIRIT. 

An enlightened person is a person whose body, mind and spirit are in per-
fect alignment. All his systems are working perfectly together. Because his 
spirit and soul are awakened he always has an inner guidance. He knows 
where he is going and what needs to be done in all moments. He knows 
what his role is in the bigger scheme of things. 

The awakened soul of such a man enables him to calm his mind and emo-
tions. 

With a controlled mind and emotions come a healthy body which is fulfilling 
its main purpose: to act as the perfect carrier of your spirit. 

Now why am I telling you this?

Because there is a VERY POWERFUL SECRET which I am about to tell 
you here. A SHORTCUT which will help you to align body, mind and spirit. 
A mechanism inside your body which allows you to align these three vital 
aspects of yourself. 

This mechanism is your SEXUALITY or more precisely your SEXUAL EN-
ERGY.

Your sexual energy lies at the core of your most animalistic primitive self - it 
pushes you to seek sexual encounters and sexual release - to pass your 
genes on to the next generation - but at the same time your sexual energy 
is a creative/emotional/mental power which gives power to your ideas and 
to your ability to create. 

Think about it - all the greatest artists and composers that ever existed had 
muses - feminine icons that they used as inspiration to channel their sexual 
energy into creativity. 

Great scientists such as Nicholas Tesla practiced what is known as “Sexual 
Transmutation” - the ability to channel sexual energy into mental energy. 
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He is famous for his amazing discoveries and inventions which can harness 
energy sources seemingly out of thin air and transport energy in miraculous 
ways. 

In his famous book “Think and Grow Rich” Napoleon Hill speaks of “Sexual 
Transmutation” as being one of the greatest secrets of successful people. 

Sigmund Freud labeled this driving force within us as “LIBIDO”. But this 
power is much more than just LIBIDO. The sexual energy in our body is the 
first step of a process in a vertical axis in our body called KUNDALINI - a 
force which lies dormant in most of us - but when awakened harmoniously 
can transform us from animalistic unconsciousness to enlightened masters. 

When you learn to harness this sexual energy you will not only be turning 
it into creative mental power - you will also be turning it into SPIRITUAL 
POWER. 

Now what is spiritual power? When you awaken your spiritual power you 
become an UNSTOPPABLE FORCE. You are united with the spiritual pow-
er of the universe and to divine principle. You become one with divine will, 
divine love and divine power. 

This is the realm of the spiritual master, the avatar, the Buddha, Christ 
consciousness. 

If ever you read the autobiographies of great saints and spiritual masters 
you will notice that they all had systems of sexual mastery in place. 

Any man who has ever wished to elevate himself has learned to master his 
sexual energy because he has known deep inside his bones that his sexual 
energy is the bridge that will lead him to the ultimate goal. A goal which 
has been called different things in different spiritual systems. Some call it 
enlightenment, some call it Satori, others call it Moksha.  

The human being is a UNIQUE BEING - the human being can contain 
everything from the most demonic tendencies, the greatest evil - and yet 
a human being can also be divine, a light that shines in darkness, a moral 
compass for others. 
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What is it that separates normal mortal men from the great and powerful?

It is the correct understanding of the use of sexual energy and how this 
energy can be transmuted into the energies of will power, of love, of inner 
strength in the face of adversity. 

Most men go through their lives without EVER learning the TRUE SE-
CRETS of sexual energy. 

Sexual energy accumulates in their beings, and is ejaculated out once 
ever day or second day. The huge world wide porn industry made available 
through the internet strengthens this view on sexuality and it has become 
mainstream now. Men are locked into this matrix - this primitive view of 
sexuality which keeps them weak and locked into the prison of physical 
existence. 

This is an invitation to you to break those chains and to unlock the power 
that lies within you. 

The key to learning sexual mastery is to understand the nature of sex-
ual energy and to surf on the wave of this energy. 

When you can do this you will start experiencing things you never thought 
possible. Your body, mind, spirit system will leap to your HIGHER OCTAVE 
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AWAKENING YOUR ENERGY BODY

With Tantric practice you begin to awaken the energetic centers that exist 
up along your spine - the so called CHAKRAS.

Chakras are no longer “woo woo” concepts only used by the new age 
community. Modern science is beginning to find ways to measure the ef-
fects of Tantric, yogic and meditational practices in the energetic fields that 
surround our bodies. 
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What is premature ejaculation?

So why do so many men have this premature ejaculation problem - what’s 
the deal with this thing?

Statistics tell us that 20% of men have premature ejaculation.

And its not only the young teenage men - I encounter men in their late 30’s 
and late 40’s, yes men of all ages, who still have this problem even while 
being married or being in a long term relationships for years.

Before we proceed onwards it would be good to clarify a bit what we mean 
when we say “premature ejaculation”. 

Some men measure it by time. Anything under for example a specific time 

Premature 
Ejaculation

SEXUAL ENERGY FUNDAMENTS
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limit, say 5 minutes would be considered to be premature ejaculation (A 
Tantric man would define any kind of ejaculation as premature ejaculation 
since he does not ejaculate at all during lovemaking, but we will get more 
into that later).  

Others measure premature ejaculation by the amount of thrusts performed.  
For example, if you ejaculate before 20 thrusts you suffer from premature 
ejaculation. 

The famous sexologists Masters and Johnson define Premature Ejacula-
tion as being when a man ejaculates before his partner gets an orgasm in 
over 50% of their sexual encounters. (Which then would put most of the 
masculine population in the premature ejaculation group since women last 
longer than men naturally).

A survey performed by Alfred Kinsey in the 1950’s showed that three quar-
ters of men ejaculate before 2 minutes have passed of full penetration in 
over 50% of their sexual encounters. Other surveys show that 75% of men 
ejaculate within 10 minutes of penetration. 

Most men have experience premature ejaculation at least one time in their 
lives. It affects 25-40% of men in the United Sates. 

One of the best definitions though is that if you are not able to satisfy your 
woman first before you ejaculate you suffer from premature ejaculation. 
There are naturally exceptions to this statement, for example in cases 
where the woman is frigid or needs an exceptionally long time to reach 
orgasm. 

This way of defining it is very subjective though, because a man who lasts 
2 minutes could be perfectly satisfied if his partner was not dissatisfied with 
his performance while another man could be devastated. 

For this reason researchers have coined a term “IELT” which is an acronym 
for Intravaginal Ejaculation Latency being the time the penis is actually in-
side the vagina.  Using this definition surveys show that the average IELT 
of 18-30 year olds is six and a half minutes. 
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MY DEFINITION

As I am a Tantric practitioner who knows through personal experience that 
you can last as long as you want, I define premature ejaculation as ejaculat-
ing before you would like. I see no reason why any man should not be able 
to last at least one hour in bed after seeing how I myself went from under a 
minute to my current level.  
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Why do so many men suffer from PE?

1. Its in our genes

Many reasons are offered why men ejaculate quickly. A very popular expla-
nation is that it is hard wired into the masculine body. We must ejaculate 
quickly to ensure that the human race is propagated, so that no matter 
the situation we are sure that the man somehow delivers his semen to the 
woman.  
 

2. We have trained ourselves to ejaculate quickly

The habit of coming too quickly may have started in your young days. A 
way of masturbating perhaps that persists later on in your life. You might 
not have had much privacy. You might have been masturbating before you 
took a shower in the privacy of the bathroom, but with siblings anxious for 
their turn at the bathroom. You might have done it before going to bed and 
were anxious that your mother would open the door to say good night to 
you. You may not have had a lock on your door and always chosen too do 
it as quickly as possible. 

This underlying stress of “being caught” in the act somehow ingrains itself 
into your subconscious mind. In your youth and early teens you’re doing it 
in the shower where you have some privacy, in your teens you’re doing it 
with girls either on the back seats of cars or in your room still hoping not to 
get caught and when you finally become an adult the pattern is still inside 
of you, on a subconscious level you might still be afraid of being caught!

So you can imagine what it takes to reprogram a subconscious mind that 
has continually been fed with the idea that you have to come quickly. 

3. We are goal oriented

The western world is goal oriented at the core. The goal has become more 
important than the process. Instead of enjoying life going towards the goal 
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we build up an incredible amount of stress and tension. 

People work themselves to death during the week in often stressing and 
mindless 9 to 5 jobs and then go out Friday and Saturday night releasing all 
the tension by becoming hopelessly drunk and allowing themselves to act 
like complete morons. 

This goal-oriented and tension building up and releasing way of approach-
ing life is also deeply infused into our way of thinking about and dealing with 
sexuality. 

We grow up believing that the ultimate goal of sexuality is the release of our 
pent up sexual energy in a wild orgasm with ejaculation. 

All porn scenes end with the guy ejaculating all over the womans breasts, 
face or backside. 

Movies depicting lovemaking scenes often show the couple in a sexual 
frenzy ending with a wild orgasm that they get at the same time. The mes-
sage is clear: getting the orgasm at the same time is seen as the pinnacle 
of a successful sexual encounter showing how we focus more on the goal 
than the process. 

In this desperate quest to attain the goal and to release our tension and 
energy as quickly as possible we forget about energy flow, process and 
sensuality. We forget about the more gentle, caressing and loving aspects 
of sexuality and we forget that sexual energy actually is the most powerful 
energy we have in our body and that it can be harnessed and channelled 
into a wide range of beneficial healing and strengthening processes in the 
body and psyche.

5. Mens nature

The very structure of the masculine can lead men to being out of touch with 
their bodies and sexuality if they do not cultivate awareness.  
Men are in general more mental creatures than women; they are busy plan-
ning and scheduling and live in mental worlds that they build up to describe 
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and manipulate the physical universe. They become more focused on their 
map of reality than on reality itself.  

Women as the bearers and preservers of life are more in their bodies, in-
stincts and emotions. 

Sensations in the body and emotions can often be disturbing factors for 
men. Men can have an incredibly tough time dealing with their own emo-
tions not to mention the emotions of their women. Womens emotional out-
bursts are perceived as being either annoying or threatening. 

The same goes for sexual energy. An energetic buildup in the genital area 
is usually perceived as tension, something that distracts them from what 
they should be doing and a tension that must be dispelled of through an 
explosive orgasm. 

After the ejaculation men often feel pleasantly tired and “empty”. The lack 
of pressure in the area also feels like it has removed emotional and mental 
pressure. Men often feel numb and in a kind of void state after an ejacula-
tion.  

Men are not taught to have body awareness, to project this awareness onto 
different parts of the body and to actively channel energies.  These skills 
have been forgotten and need to be relearned enabling the man to “recon-
quer” his own body and to shift his mind back into the present tense leading 
to better control over the senses and sexuality. 

6) Lack of education

It is sad and perhaps a bit disturbing that one of the reasons that so many 
men suffer from premature ejaculation is because we simply know next to 
nothing about sexuality and the role it plays in our lives. The level of knowl-
edge most people have about sexuality is next to none. The sexual educa-
tion provided in schools is minimal to say the least. 
The lack of openness and knowledge about the subject is due to our cultur-
al heritage. Western society has repressed sexuality for hundreds of years. 
In the Victorian age which modern society has developed from, sexuality 
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was so repressed that the curved legs of a grand piano had to be covered 
with fabric to avoid people getting overtly sexual thoughts. 

The sexual liberation, which happened in the sixties, loosened the heavy 
repression on sexuality. But if you do not know what sexual energy is and 
how to harness it, unshackling the sexual energy from the bonds of repres-
sion can be compared to letting a bull loose in a china shop. 
We see the results of this ignorance nowadays, in all the kinds of strange 
pornography, sexual addictions, sexual perversions and the fact that many 
health experts actively are advising men to ejaculate daily in order to pre-
vent prostate cancer. 

As a society, we are still in the infancy of understanding sexuality and how 
it ties into our lives. 
I hope to present you here with a healthy new path you can follow, which 
does not repress sexual energy, does not waste sexual energy and does 
not create addictions either, but which teaches you to use sexuality in a har-
monious and profound way helping you to last longer in bed and to create 
an enormous transformation in your life at all levels. 

What is a good cure?

My definition of a good “cure” is a solution that permanently prevents PE 
in a completely natural way NOT involving things such as desensitization 
sprays, creams and gels. These products all claim to help prevent pre-
mature ejaculation, but they only work as long as you use them and they 
desensitize you, meaning that when you stop using them you are worse of 
than before. Needless to say, the same goes for pills and drugs. 

The best solution is a holistic and natural approach that improves your 
body’s ability to embrace physical and mental stimulation. Men suffer from 
premature ejaculation due to their inability to handle sexual energy. They 
simply cannot embrace and hold it. It’s like a light bulb that bursts when you 
send too much electricity through it.  
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Our Operating System

Now what I found out worked with my clients is a SPECIAL mixture of tech-
niques that involves the mind, body and sexual energy system.

One of the first steps to understanding how sexual energy works is to un-
derstand the operating system of our body and how sexual energy flows in 
this system.

An essential key is understanding your NERVOUS SYSTEM and how your 
BRAIN interfaces with your nervous system. Its not the ONLY key, it is one 
of many, but its a good place to start!

Think about it. Your nervous system is what controls ALL The movements 
in your body and your nervous system is what makes you FEEL the plea-

The 3 Keys To 
Sexual Control

SEXUAL ENERGY FUNDAMENTS
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sure in sexuality. It is your nervous system that fills up with sexual energy 
and which triggers the ejaculation mechanism. This is where understanding 
sexual control starts. So all this will get a bit technical, but its completely 
worth it. When you understand the anatomical fundaments you can use it 
to build the knowledge that you will receive later. 

This knowledge has been synthesized from over 15 years of studying anat-
omy and sexual energy and from helping men like you who wish to perform 
better in bed. 

I am going to show you how you can hack into your own operating system 
to get your body to perform as it should. 
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OUR AMAZING NERVOUS SYSTEM

In the diagram on your left you see the brain 
perched on top of the spinal chord. 

The brain is an important control center in 
our being and communicates or interfaces 
with our body through different nervous 
system networks. These networks have 
their origin in the brain where they enter the 
spinal column from where they branch out 
into the body from inbetween the spinal ver-
tebrae.   

There are 3 main nervous system networks 
at play during the lovemaking.  

There is the voluntary (somatic) nervous 
system, the autonomic nervous system and 
the sensory nervous system.
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1) The somatic nervous system (voluntary 
control) 

So lets get started with the somatic nervous system. 

This nervous system network is what we use to control voluntary muscle 
movements – like moving our arms, fingers and legs. 

As you can imagine there is a strong connection between our brain and the 
somatic system. We give a command and a body part moves. 

Now, the HUGE problem for us men when it comes to sexuality is that the 
only somatic control we have of the whole erection ejaculation mechanism 
is our ability to flex the pelvic muscles. Yep, that’s all we have to start with 
- and its not much. 

With pelvic muscle training you can gain a lot of ground but you need more 
than that - as I am sure you have experienced.  
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2) The autonomic nervous system 
(involuntary control)

Then there is the autonomous nervous system. 

This system works outside our conscious control. It makes sure our heart 
beats, that we are digesting and that all the processes inside our body run 
smoothly. We cannot for example tell our heart to stop beating or our gut to 
stop digesting (well, yes you could actually, but it needs and ENORMOUS 
degree of discipline and training) - and we should be grateful for that. Imag-
ine that you forgot to tell your heart to beat.  

Now, this system is ALSO responsible for giving us our erection when we 
get excited and also for kick starting the ejaculation process. And as you 
are well aware of, the erection and ejaculation processes are usually out-
side of our conscious control. When we feel sexual attraction we get an 
erection and with too much sexual stimulation we ejaculate.

These things unfortunately usually happen automatically for most men.

So you might be asking - why on EARTH are we designed so that our erec-
tion and ejaculation capabilities are assigned to the autonomic system and 
not the somatic system?

Well - as you will soon find out - the deeper reason for this is that by learn-
ing to ACCESS your autonomic system you will be going into an incredible 
inner journey where a deeper and more mystical control over your body will 
be born - a deeper control which requires of you that you learn to use your 
body in a new way. 
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3) The sensory nervous system

Finally there is the sensory nervous system which we use to register plea-
sure. This is the nervous system responsible for the orgasmic ecstasy we 
find in sex. 

This is the pleasure we get from the genital stimulation coupled with the 
pleasure we get from looking at our loved one, from smelling her skin, from 
hearing her moan, all of this adds to the amount of sexual energy that is 
building up in our sensorial nervous system network. 

Now - when this sexual energy reaches a certain threshold it sends a mes-
sage to the autonomous nervous system to kick start the ejaculation pro-
cess.  

Usually this threshold is measured by the hypothalamus in the middle of 
the brain. A center which is responsible for measuring different levels in the 
body and for triggering certain events based on those levels. 

In the case of a few unfortunate men, an excess of sexual energy in the 
sensory nervous system will actually not even enter the brain and hypo-
thalamus  at all but simply trigger the ejaculation process by starting a reflex 
area in the bottom of the spine called the LST cells. Wow - Bummer. Its a 
complete hijack. Your brain is not even being consulted in the matter. This 
is why curing certain types of  premature ejaculation can be so difficult. For 
many men premature ejaculation is a very deep reflex mechanism hidden 
deep inside the system - a kind of SHORT CIRCUIT.

But don’t worry.

There is a lot you can do with a little bit of simple knowledge of how each 
nervous system works in connection with the hormonal systems in the body. 

In the following section I will be revealing to you the deepest secrets of get-
ting the full potential out of each nervous system so that they work coher-
ently together. 
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SECRET KEY NR. 1: Strengthening voluntary 
control

One of the first places that needs your attention when you want to get a 
good sexual stamina is to work with the control that you DO have in the 
genital area. This you do by working with the pelvic muscles. 

After conducting some surveys I found out that around 30% of my clients 
solve the problem using ONLY the special pelvic muscle training that I give 
them. That’s a high percentage when you consider that I have a 7 step 
training system where pelvic training only is one of the steps. 

So what’s the deal with this - why does having a well tuned pelvic area help 
men to overcome premature ejaculation and last longer in bed? 

1) First of all having strong pelvic muscles can help you to stop an im-
minent ejaculation simply by powerfully clenching the muscles around the 
urethra. You can develop such a powerful somatic control of the ejaculation 
process that you are able to stop an ejaculation voluntarily. In this sense 
you could say that our pelvic muscles work like the brakes in a car. 

2) Having strong brakes gives you CONFIDENCE. And confidence 
is a vital key to lasting longer. When you are confident you breathe slower 
and deeper and your heart beat is slower. These are vital keys in giving you 
more autonomous control - something we will go more in depth with in the 
next key. And not only this - a strong pelvic area is connected with having a 
strong and vitalized EARTH CHAKRA - something which gives you a feel-
ing of strength and power. We will go deeper into the topic of chakras and 
sexual energy later on in the manual. 

3) Strong pelvic muscles can contain more sexual pleasure. Weak 
pelvic muscles are like a weak dam wall. When the energy is too big the 
dam bursts. You can see your pelvic muscles as a cup, a container of sex-
ual energy. So obviously you want a strong cup that can contain a lot of 
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sexual energy without caving in or bursting. 

Having a strong pelvic floor is actually the fundament of becoming a great 
sexual energy surfer and even prepares you for the training to becoming a 
multi orgasmic man who can have many orgasms in a row. 

And that’s just the pelvic muscles – a small part of the total equation. 

Having strong pelvic muscles can be compared to  a solid dam wall which 
holds back the sexual energy effectively
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SECRET KEY NR. 2: Autonomic control

So how do you get more control of your autonomic system so you can stop 
the automatic ejaculation reflex mechanism?

To do this we need to understand a few important things about the autono-
mous nervous system. 

Your autonomous system has two main subsystems.

The parasympathetic nervous system and the sympathetic nervous system.

The parasympathetic nervous system is active when you are relaxed and 
when you are digesting your food. You are calm and breathing softly. 

Things are going as they should, nice and smooth.

Until, that is,you meet somebody or something that SERIOUSLY stresses 
you out. It might be an angry boss, somebody who provokes or insults you 
or a bear that escaped from the zoo. In these scenarios something happens 
in your body. 

Your sympathetic subsystem is activated and this system starts the fight or 
flight mechanism. Either you stay and fight to the death or you escape as 
fast as your legs can carry you. Blood is pumped to your arms and legs. 
Adrenaline enters your blood. Your heart beat rises, your hands start shak-
ing, your breathing is fast and irregular. Sounds a bit like sex just before 
orgasm doesn’t it?

Now what’s the point with this?

Simple.

You can ONLY get an erection when you are in a parasympathetic state 
and you can ONLY ejaculate when you are in a sympathetic state. 

See why this is so important?
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If you want to last long – YOU HAVE TO STAY IN A PARASYMPATHETIC 
MODE and STAY OUT OF A SYMPATHETIC MODE.

You see - what happens in the male brain when it encounters something it 
perceives as dangerous? It leaps into a sympathetic mode. Now the sym-
pathetic nervous system prepares you for two basic strategies by pumping 
cortisol and adrenaline into your system. Either You FIGHT or you ES-
CAPE. 

Unfortunately if you are not used to dealing with being in a sympathetic 
mode you can have a tendency to completely FREEZE – your body cannot 
“digest” all the adrenaline and you completely lock down. When you start to 
ACT (run, jump, fight - whatever) then the adrenaline and cortisol get used 
up - but if you cannot trigger any action the extra hormones in the body will 
only completely shut down your system. 

Some scientific studies are actually telling us that the fight/flight/freeze 
mechanism is specifically masculine - and that women have other mecha-
nisms when faced with danger. 

Many men either fight, flight or freeze when the system gets an overload of 
sexual energy. They either FIGHT the sexual energy by grinding their teeth 
or by forcefully using the pelvic muscles – or they try to ESCAPE from the 
energy by thinking of un sexy things – or they simply completely  FREEZE 
– they blank out like nobodies home. And like in a real life danger situation 
freezing is the worst alternative because freezing usually gets you killed – 
freezing up in a lovemaking situation will also “kill” you – you find yourself 
completely “disjointed” from your body and can only helplessly watch as the 
ejaculation reflex goes off.  

When a man freezes in fear, Its like they are looking at a movie without 
being able in any way to control the outcome of what’s happening on the 
screen. Its pretty scary I can tell you. 

So these fight, flight freeze mechanisms may work if you encounter a real 
and present danger. Unfortunately they don’t work in sexual encounters. A 
lovemaking situation is not a dangerous situation and should not be seen 
as one either. So you need to ease your body back into a parasympathetic  
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system state or better yet, you need to train your body so it doesn’t enter 
the sympathetic state to start with. 

The only way that you can stay in a parasympathetic state is through 
mastering the art of DEEP RELAXATION.

When you are deeply relaxed you can surf the wave of sexual energy. 

Ask yourself -

Can you surf when you are tense? Can you ride a bike when you are tense? 
Does a good driver sit all the way up by the steering wheel, his nose practi-
cally on it? Completely tense... No! The state of tension arises when all your 
muscles are tensing up. When you master a certain skill you ONLY use the 
muscles needed. 

The rest of you is actually COMPLETELY relaxed.

Next time you are performing a task that you do well, e.g. driving or riding a 
bike. Notice your body. You will notice that your body is completely relaxed 
and that the only muscles that you are tensing are the muscles that are 
actually being used to turn the steering wheel or apply the brakes. 

But relaxing properly is actually quite a feat. To be able to relax you have to 
relax all the muscles in your body deeply so no tension comes from them 
and you have to relax your mind as well because the smallest thought can 
activate the sympathetic system. 

Did you know that the least bit of stress makes you ejaculate 10 times 
easier than you would if you were relaxed? That’s why some men only last 
long when they drink alcohol – alcohol being a great stress reliever.  

So what’s the deal here you may be thinking – I am pretty relaxed. 

Yes, you may THINK that you are relaxed, but under the hood, its very likely 
that you don’t FEEL relaxed at all. 

And I can tell you - in a situation of sexual intimacy it is actually VERY easy 
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for you to enter a stressful mode. 

If you’re a young man, its pretty obvious why you’re afraid - you fear what 
she might say about you to her friends, you are not experienced with femi-
nine energy - the whole thing is very overwhelming - not to mention all the 
emotions involved. Everything is new and exciting.

So how about if you are a man that has been in a steady relationship for 
YEARS perhaps and you don’t feel you are nervous, I mean, its just your 
wife or your girlfriend who you have known for a very long time - well I can 
tell you, the stress is still in your body. You might not feel it but its there none 
the less and it gets triggered especially in intimate situations where you feel 
physically and emotionally vulnerable.
 
Your brain and nervous system have been programmed to see sexual en-
ergy as a threatening energy, of something that can overwhelm you and 
potentially humiliate you. In your deepest mind due to bad experiences you 
have correlated sexual energy with the same stressful energy that floods 
your body in a life threatening situation. 

So  – secret key nr. 2 is to be able to bring your body into a deep parasym-
pathetic state. 
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SECRET KEY NR. 3: Awareness

Now the secret key nr. 3 is to become AWARE of the amount of sexual 
energy that you have flowing in your sensory nervous system. Simply by 
becoming AWARE of the energy levels you can keep it from triggering the 
ejaculation mechanism in the autonomous system. 

This might sound simple - but there is a mechanism of the male mind you 
should understand. 

Compared to the female brain our male brains are “compartmentalized”. 
We tend to have boxes up here. So our thoughts are a bit not in contact 
with our emotions and our emotions are a bit out of contact with the body. 
Us men don’t particularly like multitasking – we like staying in one box at a 
time - and we DEFINITELY don’t like distractions. 

Anatomically our brain is more segmented than the female brain. Our logi-
cal neo cortex outer layer of our brain is busy thinking about things, our 
emotional limbic system brain may be feeling something else completely 
unrelated to what we are thinking about and our body, which many of us 
men are completely unaware about anyway takes care of itself. 

Now women have the hormone estrogen which has been shown to facilitate 
communication between different parts of the brain. This is what makes 
women more in contact with their bodies, their senses, their desires, gives 
a greater ability to multi task and also gives rise the phenomenon of female 
intuition. 

So us men we are wired to be in a box and we only leave that box when 
something in the box NEXT to the box where we currently find ourselves 
crosses a certain threshold. Which actually is useful, because we men 
need focus, this is our great strength and its difficult to focus when things 
from neighboring boxes disturb us in our current box. 

So we usually do not react to something until it crosses a certain threshold. 
We’re either at 0 or at 1. Either we close something out and it registers as a 
zero or we become fully aware of something, for example a disturbing pro-
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cess in the body, and then we’re fully aware of it, we now register it as a 1. 

This is also the case with sexual energy. We tend to not feel it until its too 
late and it crosses the threshold - and by then its too late. Explosion is im-
minent. We know this from emotions. Us men can usually take in quite a lot 
of emotional abuse – before we suddenly realize that we are being abused 
and then we suddenly explode with anger. The same goes with sexual en-
ergy. Your tank might be VERY full but your mind doesn’t realize it and au-
tomatically assigns it a zero value. But sexual energy cannot be controlled 
with a 0 and 1 mind set unless surfing sawtooth waves is your thing. You 
need have all the fine nuances between 0 and 1.  You need  to become  
very AWARE of the different degrees and nuances  of sexual arousal in 
your body AND you need to become aware of your sexual energy and how 
it FLOWS in your body. 

Women are naturals. They feel the sexual energy flowing in their bodies 
straight away, its REAL TIME. And so they have multi orgasmic capacities. 
They can really SURF the energy. They are ONE with it. 

For us guys, the experience tends NOT TO BE IN REAL TIME. 

Its actually like a virtual model that we create in the mind slightly delayed 
– sort of like a simulation of reality.  And interestingly enough, this is what 
modern science is telling us. Our conscious mind that we so believe is in 
real time is actually a fraction of a second delayed. Our internalized model 
of reality is half a second behind. Scary... But in the sexual arena, half a 
second can be deadly. 

So us guys, we need methods and techniques to help us to gain IN TIME 
awareness of sexual energy, sexual energy flow and of our arousal levels. 

This ability to perceive reality in real time as it flows is what will help us to 
gain super sexual stamina, the ability to last as long as we want and the 
ability to polarize our woman – because I can tell you – a woman loves a 
man with real time awareness. She feels that you are REALLY SEEING 
HER and REALLY FEELING HER. The light of your awareness is on her – 
and this is a huge turn on. Huge. 
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Awareness is a quality that women feel. That  you are there, present, with 
everything that you have. 

So think of your sexual energy as a woman. You need to dance with this 
energy. You need to become aware of how it moves in your body and how 
your body reacts to its flow. You need to learn to surf it. 

Sexual Stamina

So, lets summarize this. Super sexual stamina comes from a deep under-
standing of how the different nervous systems in your body work and how 
you interface with these systems. 

You need to build up a powerful pelvic area through specially designed 
pelvic training. You need to be able to relax deeply in your body and mind 
so that your body stays parasympathetic and out of fight or flight mode. And 
finally you need to develop your awareness of the sexual energy in your 
sensory nervous system because this is what will allow you to dance with 
the sexual energy – to engage with it instead of escaping of fighting it.  

When you become aware of sexual energy you can CHANNEL IT. You can 
move it with your awareness to other parts of your body. You can experi-
ence how it feels to have an orgasm in your stomach, your heart, in your 
throat, in your face, up your spine. You are filling up your whole sensory 
network with energy instead of allowing it to run through a single pathway 
directly to the threshold switch in your autonomous system and hypothala-
mus – a switch that once pressed means GAME OVER FOR YOU.  

You remember the analogy with the dam and the dam wall?

Sexual energy is the water and the dam wall is the strong pelvic muscles.

Without AWARENESS the water will accumulate and accumulate in the 
dam and eventually flow over the top of the dam wall. 

With awareness the water will EVAPORATE and turn into ETHEREAL SEX-
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UAL ENERGY (We will go more in depth with this shortly).

Pelvic control, relaxation, awareness. 

This is your new mantra. 

Pelvic power, relaxation, awareness. 

The keys to the mastery. 

You remember the question “why were we not given a SOMATIC control 
over our ejaculation mechanism?”

The tantric answer to that question would be:

“Because through learning to tame our sexual energy we as men will learn 
to grow our most important muscle. Our AWARENESS muscle”. 

Awareness is where Tantra starts. This is where true surfing starts. This is 
where orgasmic ecstasy starts.

And thats what the next section is about - AWARENESS. 
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Tune up your car

A useful analogy to describe what we just covered is by comparing sexual 
stamina with driving a car.  

1) STRONG BRAKES: Can’t drive a car without brakes can you? Your 
brakes are your pelvic muscles. Having strong pelvic muscles not only 
gives you SUPERIOR CONTROL - it also gives you SELF CONFIDENCE. 
You have a foundation - you are ROCK SOLID. 

2) ABILITY TO RELAX: When you drive you need to be relaxed which 
gives you the ability to have a spherical attention. In lovemaking your body 
needs to be relaxed so you stay in parasympathetic nervous system state 
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and so that your sexual energy can flow out of your pelvic area and expand 
and fill out your whole body. One of your greatest enemies when it comes to 
your ability to relax in love making is performance anxiety and a tense body 
full of energetic blockages. IF YOU KNOW HOW TO RELAX IN YOUR 
BODY you are well on your way to sexual mastery. 

3) AWARENESS: When you drive a car you need to be focused and aware. 
AND you need to know where you are going. In the same way when you 
make love you need always to have a certain part of your consciousness 
in a focused alert state AND to have a spherical awareness of what’s going 
on around you. 

These 3 concepts - strong brakes, ability to relax and stay in a parasympa-
thetic nervous state and AWARENESS are CORNERSTONE PRINCIPLES 
in the TantraCURE system. 
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Consciousness and Energy

According to Tantric wisdom the very essence of men is AWARENESS. 
This is our core essential attribute. 

This is a fundamental aspect of Tantra and something I will touch much 
more in the TantraCURE - Sexual Stamina Intensive 8 week online course. 

In essence Tantra tells us that the universe consists of TWO FUNDA-
MENTAL POLARITIES: Masculine (called SHIVA) and Feminine (called 
SHAKTI).

SHAKTI, the feminine, is everything that exists in this physical universe. It 
is everything that can be touched, seen, smelt, heard, tasted - SHAKTI is 
the physical universe - she is what Tantra calls ENERGY. 

A Man Is Forged

SEXUAL ENERGY FUNDAMENTS
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SHIVA on the other hand is AWARENESS. The eternal observer of the uni-
verse. The transcendent one. SHIVA is the CONSCIOUSNESS principle.  

While SHAKTI is life - ephemeral and ever changing - SHIVA is death - 
completely still and never changing. 

SHAKTI is mother earth, Gaia, the nurturing principle while SHIVA is God 
the father, the transcendent observing and void principle. 

Consciousness and energy are locked together in an eternal dance.

In the subatomic world particles come out of SHIVA the void and disappear 
again.

On the cosmic scale a galaxy (SHAKTI) rotates around the singularity 
(SHIVA) at the center of the galaxy.

On the universal scale the universe rotates around the singularity at the 
beginning of time - the singularity that gave rise to the BIG BANG. 

SHAKTI without SHIVA would be blind chaotic energy with no centering,  
principles and direction - completely out of control like a mad angry and 
jealous woman throwing cups and plates in all directions - or like a storm 
that has gone completely out of control. 

SHIVA without SHAKTI is like a dead corpse. Boring and sterile principles 
with no “body”, no “meat”, no life. 

There is an eternal ATTRACTION between SHIVA and SHAKTI - the two 
polarities being locked together in an eternal dance of creation. 

From this Tantric point of view it is a great part of a mans path to align him-
self with SHIVA aspects. He does this by growing his AWARENESS. 

A man who is AWARE controls ENERGY, controls SHAKTI. Women are 
MADLY attracted to a man with awareness. A woman can FEEL the level 
of awareness in a man - it is the strongest aphrodisiac you can possess. 
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Awareness is like a torch

Take a moment to feel yourself - you have a consciousness, you usually 
feel it as awareness, you can be aware of something.

Awareness has often been compared to LIGHT. When a person is 
AWARE his LIGHTS are switched on. When you say a person is “dim” 
(unintelligent) you are hinting that he is not specially “bright” (intelligent). 

Most mens awareness is like a torch light. It lights up a certain area of the 
stuff that you either have in your subconscious mind (thoughts, feelings, 
images) or objects in the outside mind. Whatever is lighted up by your 
torch you are “aware” off. Whatever falls outside of your beam of light is 
out of your conscious awareness. 

Most men have one or more of the following problems with their “torches”:

1) THE DANGLING TORCH: Most mens torches seem to be dangling by 
a string - meaning the torch swings and dangles back and forth aimlessly. 
The torch is not able to remain still and “focus” on one thing at a time. 
Such a man is restless and “unfocused”.  

2) THE WEAK TORCH: Most mens torches are also quite weak - mean-
ing that the objects in the beam of light are dimly lit. Such a man does not 
“comprehend” what he is looking/focusing on. 

3) THE NARROW TORCH: Most mens torches also have a very narrow 
beam, meaning that only a very small part of the surroundings are visible 
to the man. Such a man is “narrow-minded” and “ignorant” of the greater 
inter connectedness of all things. 

Now imagine sexual energy as the huge kundalini serpent we briefly men-
tioned in the beginning. 

A man with a malfunctioning torch with one of the aforementioned 3 de-
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fects will only see a SMALL part of this giant  sexual energy serpent. He is 
not able to grasp the WHOLE PHENOMENON. 

Now how do each of these malfunctions affect our ability to “tame the 
serpent”?

1) THE DANGLING TORCH. 

Sexual stamina demands that you are FOCUSED. The moment your 
awareness is not on your current level of excitement but dangles away to 
some periphery thought you will suddenly lose grasp on your hold of the 
sexual energy and you unconsciously enter the point of no return.  

2) THE WEAK TORCH. 

Sexual energy needs a STRONG BEAM OF AWARENESS to be “polar-
ized”. You need to be able to learn to focus with INTENSITY. Imagine your 
attention as a set of GLARING EYES that completely lights up whatever it 
focuses its attention upon. 

3) THE NARROW TORCH: 

When a man is about to ejaculate against his will part of his attention is 
focused in the tip of his penis and another part of his awareness is locked 
in FEAR - “what if I ejaculate now, what will she think, how will I cope with 
the embarrassment” etc.  

Now IF his torch light was FOCUSED (not dangling), STRONG and 
SPHERICAL he would be able to simultaneously feel his level of arousal, 
his emotions, his inner state of stress, how his heart is feeling and how his 
woman is feeling.  

When a man has this kind of awareness the sexual experience is COM-
PLETELY DIFFERENT - he no longer FIXATES and he can RELAX and 
EXPAND in this way triggering a mechanism that allows room for the 
sexual energy to harmoniously grow and expand. 
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His awareness goes from being contracted and located in a few points - to 
being expansive and relaxed.  

So a great part of sexual energy training is to be able to GROW YOUR 
AWARENESS so that you can: 

1) Keep it fixed on one point

2) Strengthen the volume of your awareness

3) widen the beam of your awareness so that it goes from being a narrow 

beam to being a spherical light. 

MODERN DAY JEDI

Since 2000 I have been living my life according to Tantric principles. I have 
a daily meditation and yoga practice, a spiritual mentor and a spiritual com-
munity which I am part of. For lack of better words you could call it a kind 
of “Jedi” brotherhood. 

The Jedi are disciplined warriors who spend a large part of their lives in si-
lent contemplation - while also learning how to harness the energies of the 
universe in a harmonious and benevolant way. 

I live my life according to certain principles: For example - I don’t eat meat 
out of compassion for all living beings but stick to a vegetarian diet. One of 
my most important principles is one called “sexual retention”. I can make 
love - but I do not allow myself to ejaculate. Instead I preserve my semen 
and I channel the sexual energy through my daily yoga and meditation 
practice. This special practice done through many years has allowed me to 
directly observe how sexual energy works in the body and how to sublimate 
the sexual energy.  
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A Man is Forged

I am sitting at something called the yearly Maha Vidya camp. It is a kind 
of spiritual meditation retreat that takes place once a year at a meditation 
resort in Denmark. 

It is six o’clock in the morning and we are 10 men sitting around a statue 
shaped as a phallus. 

During the retreat we do this every morning. We sit and meditate together 
for two hours from 0600 to 0800. 

After the meditation we eat a simple breakfast and return to the meditation 
ground. We are silently sitting and awaiting the arrival of my mentor and 
camp facilitator - his name is “Advaita Stoian”.
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Advaita belongs to a tantric lineage. His master is the legendary tantric guru 
by the name of Gregorian Bivolaru. Through an enormous discipline and 
meditation practice Advaita has developed himself into a spiritual master - a 
man who can guide others on a spiritual path - in Advaitas case through the 
practice of hatha yoga, tantra and meditation. 

All of us sitting there look forward to these morning meetings with Advaita. 
Through our own meditation practice a lot of questions arise. How to focus 
better in the meditations, how to deal with obsessive thoughts, how to deal 
with the energies we feel in our own bodies, how to deal with feminine en-
ergy etc. 

These meetings are for men only. In Tantra it is said that the path for men 
is a different one than the path of women - so at the camp men and women 
are separated for the first few days in order for us to truly feel what it means 
to be men. 
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Todays topic is the “Expansion of consciousness”.  Advaita starts out:

There is a chapter in an ancient text that describes masculin-
ity and it says the following: 

“It is easy to offer to the ones in need that are at hand but 
the real man works extendedly searching to help those in need 
that are far away”

This shows an attitude that is very specific to the way a man 
deals with expanding his presence and awareness. In this con-
text “at hand” means all the things that you are familiar with. 

The text is a kind of “call to arms” telling us men to expand 
our awareness and to get out of our comfort zone. 

To go and help one that is not in your proximity means that 
you need to ADAPT, you need to learn another language, another 
way of living, you are giving up your comfort and you get more 
challenged. 

This process entails an EXPANSION of your conscious, your op-
erational basis. In the context of masculinity we often find a 
“recommendation” – being: A real man goes and meets the chal-
lenge. 

Somehow us men instinctively know and feel this truth. 

Today due to a misunderstanding and loss of masculinity many 
men wait until the challenge becomes an emergency. Even so-
ciety tries to preserve things until it is no longer possible 
to preserve things - until crisis emerges, but this is a very 
passive attitude. 

A man goes to meet the challenge. You know at some point you 
have to meet it and you travel towards that and that off course 
is encrypted in a certain way in the energy of space and ex-
pansion, because in order to meet the challenge , one need to 
either go to it, expand or move to it. 

A man is FORGED, he is hammered and moulded by his training in 
order to attain PERFECTION.  A woman ALREADY has perfection 
inside of her. She just has to relax into her femininity and 
DISCOVER this perfection”. 
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Now why did I cite this part of Advaitas lecture?

Simple. There is a very important message in it. 

We as men are designed to go out and MEET THE CHALLENGE.

And one of the GREATEST challenges that we men are faced with is learn-
ing PERFECT CONTROL of the sexual energy. 

Learning to do this will launch us into one of the most intense and profound-
ly satisfying journeys we as men can embark upon. Through this training 
we will learn to master body, mind and spirit and to master our relationship 
with SHAKTI - the feminine aspect. 

And that is why I urge you to - as a man - to regard training with your sexual 
energy as one of the most important things that you can do. 

Training Is The Key To Results

To become a sexual master you need a DAILY TRAINING PROGRAM. 

Did you ever hear of mastering a skill without training? No - I guess not. 

The same goes for mastering sexual energy. In order to become a Tantric 
hero you need to have a daily training program. 

But don’t worry. 

Training doesn’t need to be boring or arduous - when you hear about how a 
Tantric training of sexual stamina takes place you will be inspired. 
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The Flow Of Sexual Energy

Now what will you start to realize as you grow your masculine awareness?

You will start to have a feeling of sexual energy a “feminine energy”. 

Sexual energy is like a feminine force that you have to learn to dance with. 

First of all you have to prepare your body to have sexual energy flowing 
through it - exactly as you would make your house look nice or invite a 
woman to a nice place for dinner.

Now how do you make your body ready for sexual energy? There are cer-
tain exercises that you can do that clear out certain energetic pathways in 
your body that make it easier and more “inviting” for sexual energy to flow 
to those places. These are energy clearing exercises that you typically can 
find in disciplines such as YOGA and QIGONG. 

Sexual energy also has to be AWAKENED in a harmonious way. 

Men tend to awaken their sexual energy in BRUTAL way (i.e. turning on 
a porn flick, grabbing their privates and rubbing them) which doesn’t help 
their awareness to expand in a harmonious way either. 

An example of a harmonious awakening of sexual energy is the one you 
experience during FOREPLAY with a woman that you LOVE and that you 
are SEXUALLY ATTRACTED. Foreplay is a VITAL KEY to super sexual 
stamina. You must NEVER jump over foreplay if you want your sexual en-
ergy to harmoniously expand in your body. 

The feminine also likes to be LEAD. Women find it very ATTRACTIVE when 
a man can lead and guide her. The same goes for sexual energy. You can 
guide sexual energy anywhere you want it through the help of pelvic muscle 
contractions, through a process called SUBLIMATION and through a disci-
plined focus of the mind. This is how you for example can lead sexual en-
ergy AWAY from the genital area and in this way AVOID the disharmonious 
and rapid accumulation of energy in the genital area which almost always 
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leads to premature ejaculation. 

You need to think of sexual energy as a FLUID LIFE FORCE that you can 
learn to guide in a HARMONIOUS and RELAXED way. 

To help you start gaining an understanding of the extremely fluid nature of 
sexual energy, there is a youtube video I would like you to watch (which by 
the way already has over 5 million views).

In this video Tantra teacher and  masseur SOMANANDA gives a woman 
orgasms simply by moving ETHERIC SEXUAL ENERGY up through her 
body. 

The video is NOT A FAKE. I have seen him do this live, interviewed him and 
also spoken with women who he has massaged. 

Just as Somananda is awakening the womans sexual energy and chan-
neling it for healing purposes you can do this with your own sexual energy. 

You can see the video here:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iY_jjjah_XE
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Sexual Energy Training

To get the sexual energy harmoniously moving in your body I recommend 
you to perform techniques which fall into the following groups of exercises:

EXERCISE GROUP 1: Sexual Energy Warming 
Up

You need a series of exercises that can open your bodys energy pathways 
to containing sexual energy. 

In the TantraCURE 8 week training program I introduce you to a series of 
bodily movements called Sexual Yoga that includes elements from yoga, 
qigong and my own discoveries about male sexual energies. 

The sexual yoga series is super simple to perform and will unblock your 
sexual energy pathways, energize you, put you in a more powerful inner 
state and prepare you for the daily training. This group of exercises can 
also be performed before love making to prepare you for long lasting sexual 
bliss.  

EXERCISE GROUP 2: Sexual Energy Awakening

You need a series of exercises which awakens your sexual energy harmo-
niously so that you can train with it in a way that simulates real life encoun-
ters with women. 

In the TantraCURE 8 week training program I introduce you to different 
kinds of exercises that you can perform with a Fleshlight - a sex toy that 
is sculpted in the shape of the female genitals. These exercises are EX-
TREMELY POWERFUL. 
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EXERCISE GROUP 3: Sexual Energy Pelvic 
Training

Training your pelvic muscles is ESSENTIAL to learning sexual stamina.

Having strong pelvic muscles gives you a fundament. These are your 
BRAKES as we mentioned before, not to mention that having strong pelvic 
muscles help you to rise your sexual energy up through your body AND will 
also give you multiorgasmic capabilities further along the way. 

Pelvic muscle contractions also act as a PUMP that can send your sexual 
energy up through your spine and away from the “sexual tank”. 

In the TantraCURE 8 week training program you will receive in depth pelvic 
muscle training that helps you train the EXACT areas you need to train in 
your pelvic floor for top sexual stamina. This is knowledge that comes from 
“deep Tantra”. There are 3 MAIN AREAS of your pelvic floor that need to be 
trained separately.   

EXERCISE GROUP 4: Sexual Energy Sublimation

Sexual energy is stored in your nervous system and in a subtle energetic 
network in your body called “NADIS” (yoga) or “MERIDIANS” (Taoism). 
Through different kinds of exercises you can “sublimate” this sexual energy 
so it turns into high vibrational psychic energy.  

Sexual energy can be turned into the energies of will power, love, intuition 
and intelligence. By transforming your sexual energy you allow it to circu-
late so that you can contain more of it.  

Sublimating your sexual energy will also help you to RELAX in your love-
making so that the energy does not accumulate and EXPLODE in your 
“sexual energy tank” (leading to ejaculation). 

In the TantraCURE 8 week training program you will be receiving tech-
niques that help you to channel and sublimate your sexual energy. These 
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are special breathing techniques and yogic techniques that you perform on 
a daily basis. 

EXERCISE GROUP 5: Sexual Energy Distribution 

During the sexual energy sublimation process you have directed and re-
fined your sexual energy sending it up your spine and to different parts of 
your body. 

The process of sexual energy distribution helps the sexual energy to har-
moniously settle in all parts of your body.

This also helps to prevent the sexual energy from descending again - which 
will cause your sexual tank to overflow (i.e. wet dreams during the night or 
premature ejaculation problems in your subsequent lovemaking). 

The most common exercises for sexual energy distribution are body relax-
ation techniques - for example the Yogic full body relaxation technique and 
different kinds of “Yoga Nidra techniques”.  

EXERCISE GROUP 6: Sexual Energy Awareness

In the process of sexual energy awareness there are two things that hap-
pen:

1) By cultivating awareness of your sexual energy you help it to SUBLI-
MATE. 

2) By cultivating awareness of your sexual energy you transform it into 
SPIRITUAL ENERGY. 

When you cultivate awareness and you spiritualize your sexual energy you 
will be opening yourself to the deeper levels of your being allowing you to 
become a man of PURPOSE. 

The awakened tantric man knows how to align his sexual energy with the 
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purpose of his life - giving him congruence, integrity and direction. The sex-
ual energy becomes a TOOL in personal development. 

EXERCISE GROUP 7: Sexual Energy Visualization

You can visualize a top sexual performance for yourself. 

In the 1980s the Russians were absolutely killing it in the Olympics raking  
in gold medal after gold medal. This naturally distressed the Americans 
(this was the time of the cold war where there was a HUGE competition 
between the Americans and the Russians). 

It turns out the secret was guided creative visualization (and probably also 
a few anabolic steroids here and there) where the athletes were visualizing 
their performances by playing them out on their inner mental screen. You 
can harness this same power and methodology for a top performance in 
bed.

I have now given you a FRAMEWORK that allows you to perform exercises 
that do specific things to the sexual energy. 

If you like this framework and can see how it can help you to master your 
sexual energy please feel free to use it and to perform exercises that you 
feel will fulfill each of these essential steps ...

BUT

Why not embark on a journey under the guidance of an experienced Tantra 
teacher? For this purpose I suggest you try out the TantraCURE 8 weeks 
online training system which will give you all the relevant exercises while 
also deepening your theoretical knowledge.  
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Digestion

By reading this manual you have now made a kind of “mental digestion” - a 
mental synthesis of the material. 

BUT!

This is not enough. You also need the following:

Emotional digestion - to understand the concepts from an emotion point of 
view - which means that you understand why the concepts are relevant and 
how they can enrich your life.

Energetic digestion - to actually PERFORM the training methodology that I 
have outlined so you can feel the results ON YOUR OWN BEING. 

To attain this lies outside the scope of what I can offer in this humble man-
ual. 

If you would like to deepen your training with me I suggest you try out the 
TantraCURE 8 week online training program where I will give you in depth 
theory and practice - a training program that will set you well on your way to 
becoming a sexual master. 

I wish you the best of luck on your path!
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